Massive fields in the primordial Universe function as standard clocks and imprint clock signals in the density perturbations that directly record the scale factor of the primordial Universe as a function of time, a(t). A measurement of such signals would identify the specific scenario of the primordial Universe in a model-independent fashion. In this Letter, we introduce a new mechanism through which quantum fluctuations of massive fields function as standard clocks. The clock signals appear as scale-dependent oscillatory signals in the power spectrum of alternative scenarios to inflation.
Introduction. Recent debate [1] [2] [3] over cosmic inflation as the origin of the standard big bang model has sharpened the question of how to model-independently distinguish the inflation scenario [4] from alternative scenarios [5] [6] [7] [8] in which the density perturbations [9] might be produced during a non-inflationary phase.
The main criticism is that inflation may not be falsifiable as a scenario -notice that the key point here is not whether any individual inflation model can be ruled out or not. We use the terminology "scenario" instead of "model" to emphasize this point. Sometimes, the process of ruling out and selecting inflation models within the framework of the inflation scenario is compared to the process of selecting the particle physics standard model within the framework of quantum field theory. However, the current status of the inflation scenario is very different from that of quantum field theory. Independent of the standard model and before the selection process, quantum field theory had already passed many experimental tests of its defining properties against alternative frameworks.
Nonetheless, inflation indeed had a falsifiable prediction as a mechanism for generating the density perturbations. Namely, the perturbations have to be seeded on superhorizon scales. This prediction was firmly verified by observations. However, it has been shown through at least toy examples [5] [6] [7] [8] that this consequence does not have to come from an inflationary background. For example, this is possible even in certain contracting backgrounds. It is these alternative scenarios that inflation is now competing with, although they have more unsolved challenges than inflation. On the other hand, due to model-building flexibility, inflation has much more flexible predictions on values of other observables such as flatness, spectral index, adiabaticity, tensor mode and non-Gaussianity. It is not clear which specific predictions would have falsified or can be used as falsifiable predictions of the inflation scenario [3] . This is the main criticism. The central question is how to model-independently establish any primordial scenario -among inflation and alternative scenarios -through experimental data.
What are the defining properties of these scenarios? And do we have potential observables that could directly reveal these properties? The answer to the first question is in fact very simple -the evolution of the scale factor as a function of time, a(t). Different scenarios have drastically different a(t)s. The problems arise because observables that are commonly used do not directly measure a(t). The links between these observables and a(t) are so indirect that different types of a(t) could predict the same value for one observable. But, can we find any observable that directly measures a(t)? It has been shown that such observables indeed exist in principle [10] [11] [12] [13] .
Primordial standard clocks. Any simple model of the primordial Universe in reality needs to be embedded into a larger UV-complete framework. Despite our ignorance about the details of this framework, we do know that, whatever this theory is, it requires a tower of extra fields. Some of these fields must have masses that are larger than the characteristic energy scale of the simple model -the scale of the event horizon. These fields oscillate like harmonic oscillators. It has been shown that these harmonic oscillations leave their imprints in the density perturbations and directly record the background a(t) [10] [11] [12] [13] . We call these massive fields the primordial standard clocks. The oscillations may be excited classically or quantum mechanically. In the former case [10, 11] , an extra ingredient, namely some sharp feature, is required. On the other hand, quantum excitation of standard clocks is universal, and it has been shown that the clock signals exist in all inflationary models, and possibly in many models of alternative scenarios too [13] . Although the amplitude is very model dependent, the pattern of the clock signal is not and directly measures a(t).
Previous realizations of primordial standard clocks, including both classical and quantum, rely on the resonance mechanism between the clock field and the field seeding the density perturbations (see [14] for a simple review). Due to this mechanism, in the case of quantum primordial standard clocks, the clock signals hide in the shape of non-Gaussianities [13] .
In this Letter, we introduce a new mechanism through which quantum fluctuations of massive fields function as standard clocks. This mechanism will be mainly applied to alternative scenarios in this work. The clock signals manifest themselves as scale-dependent oscillatory signals in the density perturbations. It is therefore much easier to constrain or extract these from data than those shape-dependent ones in non-Gaussianities. Clock signals in massive fields. We use the following simple parametrization to characterize the background of any arbitrary primordial Universe scenario,
where t and τ are physical and conformal time in the FRW metric, respectively. The type of scenario is uniquely determined by the value of p [10] . Inflation scenario corresponds to |p| > 1 (namely, | | < 1). Contraction scenarios correspond to 0 < p < 1. Non-inflationary expansion scenarios correspond to −1 < p < 0. t runs from 0 to +∞ (with t 0 > 0) for p > 1, and from −∞ to 0 (with t 0 < 0) for all other p values. τ always runs from −∞ to 0 (with τ 0 < 0). Such a background has an event horizon with energy scale m h ≡ |(1 − p)/t|. In the background (1), the equation of motion (EOM) for the mode function (denoted as v k ) of a field with mass m and wave number k is
where a dot denotes a derivative with respect to t.
The mode function v k may evolve through three different regimes, determined by which of the last three terms in (2) dominates. The regime dominated by the mass term is called the classical regime [13] . When the momentum term dominates, the mode enters the k-dominated regime; and when the second term of (2) dominates, the mode is in the horizon-dominated regime.
We now use contraction scenarios (0 < p < 1), such as Ekpyrotic [5] and matter bounce [7] , as examples. The three regimes are illustrated in Fig. 1 .
At early time the mass term dominates, and the EOM behaves approximately as
If k is sufficiently large to satisfỹ
then there exists a period of time during which the kterm dominates and the EOM reads approximately,
where a prime denotes a derivative with respect to τ . For smaller k, the k-term is never important. Note that the condition (4) At late time, the 2nd term in Eq. (2) will always become more important than the last two terms. Physically this means that the horizon shrinks faster than the scale factor and perturbations eventually exit the horizon despite the contracting background.
We now show an important property of the massive field mode function when condition (4) is satisfied. During the transition from the classical regime to the k-dominated regime, the mode function develops a kdependent phase which directly records the evolution of the scale factor a(t).
In these two regimes, the EOM is approximately,
Neglecting an envelope with weaker time dependence, the leading order solution to this equation is
where we have defined y ≡ ma(t)/k and y 0 is evaluated at t 0 in the far past. a (−1) (kz/m) denotes the inverse function of a(t). We can already see how the inverse function of a(t) gets encoded in the phase as a function of k. This does not depend on how we parameterize a(t). More explicitly, we apply the parametrization (1) and get
In the far past (large y), we find v k ∝ exp (±imt). This is the expected mass-dominated behavior in a contraction scenario. In the k-dominated regime (small y), using the same normalization for v k , we find
where
The k-dependence in the first phase factor in (9) is given by the inverse function of a(t) ∝ t p . Recall that the value of p determines the scenario. We will make use of this important property when computing the density perturbations. As in previous works, we label this phase factor and related signal as the "clock signal".
Before proceeding to the analyses of the density perturbations, a few comments about the generality and robustness of the clock signals are in order: (i) Caution should be exercised in deriving the precise values of β. β becomes singular when p = 1/(2n) with n a positive integer. The singularity is removed by higher order terms in the series expansion of the resulting integral in (8) around y → ∞. For example, with p = 1/2, after the cancellation we find that β should be replaced by 1/4 + (ln 2)/2 − (lnk)/2, where the lnk term is due to normalizing a phase-shift at large y. Higher order terms are also important if p is close to those singularities.
(ii) The results above for contraction scenarios can be generalized to other scenarios with slight modifications.
For expansion alternative scenarios (−1 < p < 0), the massive field starts from the k-dominated regime and then enters the classical regime. The condition (4) should then be changed tok
Also, y 0 1 and y 0 < y, instead of y 0 1 and y 0 > y. Consequently, v k initially behaves as v k ∝ exp(±ikτ ), and develops a k-dependent phase after entering the classical regime,
For inflation models with |p| 1, m h never exceeds m, so the clock signal phase factor is present for all k. In the limit of the exponential inflation |p| → ∞, (11) becomes
where we have used the relation (1) and p/t 0 → H. The dependence of the phase on k is still the inverse function of a(t); however, it depends on the combination kτ which has special implications for this case.
(iii) Although mathematically the mode function can contain an arbitrary k-dependent phase factor, physically such factors are constrained by initial conditions. For contraction scenarios, the ground state of the initial vacuum fluctuations of massive fields is k-independent harmonic oscillations; for expansion scenarios, it is effectively massless plane waves. One can also consider various physically motivated excited states, but it is clear that a special initial state just able to cancel the very special form of the clock signal in (9) or (11), is highly artificial.
(iv) We examine whether the clock signal may be contaminated during the subsequent evolution of v k .
For contraction scenarios, the horizon scale m h will eventually dominate.
The transition from the kdominated to the horizon-dominated regime is described approximately by (2) with the last term neglected. This is the same as the EOM of the massless mode and the solutions are Hankel functions of kτ for arbitrary p. The k-dependent factor generated in the transition can be seen by taking the limit kτ → 0. It is in power-law in k and not important for our purpose.
For expansion scenarios, the massive mode either stays in the classical regime (for the inflation scenario), so the clock signal remains the same; or transitions from the classical to the horizon-dominated regime (for alternative scenarios), in which case the k-term is negligible, so there is no extra k-dependent term generated.
Therefore, in all cases the clock signal generated in the transition from the classical to the k-dominated regime (or the reverse) will not change during the subsequent evolution of the massive field.
The clock signal is always generated in the subhorizon quantum regime. The quantum-to-classical transition for each mode after horizon exit, carrying the clock signal phase factor, works in the same way as shown in Ref. [15] . b) p = 1/3 is solvable analytically when neglecting the horizon term. This approximation is fine because, as discussed, the horizon term does not change the clock signal. Imposing v k ∝ e −imt as initial condition, in the k-dominated regime we find a phase factor ∝ exp( c) The exponential inflation case is also analytically solvable. At late time the massive field has a phase factor ∝ (kτ )
−im/H if we impose the Bunch-Davies initial condition and consider m H. This agrees with (12).
For general cases, one can always perform numerical calculations to find the forms of clock signals.
Clock signals in density perturbations. Now we consider the correction from massive field to the two-point correlation of curvature perturbation ζ (with mode function u k ) in Fig. 2 . We take a direct coupling between the two modes for simplicity with a general time-dependent but non-oscillatory coupling strength λ 2 (τ ). One can choose other types of couplings without changing the main results here. Then Fig. 2(a) reads
The prime on ∆ ζ 2 means that the momentum conservation delta function is removed.
In the classical and k-dominated regimes, v k rapidly oscillates in time, and so the integrand does not contribute much to the integral. Resonance between different oscillatory components may give larger contributions, but this requires at least two modes with different wave numbers (for reasons, see [14] ). Consequently, in previous realizations of primordial standard clocks, either some background oscillation [10] or soft limits of non-Gaussian correlations [13] were required.
However, to study the scale dependence of the correlation functions, all mode functions share the same wave number and the resonance does not occur. For alternative scenarios, the main contribution to the integrals in (13) originates from the horizon-dominated epoch, during which both v k and u k stop oscillating. As we have shown, v k has developed a phase factor -the clock signal -until this epoch. This phase is time-independent and can be pulled out of the integral. It is then straightforward to figure out the clock signals in various correlation functions.
For contraction scenarios, if we start the massive field as v k ∼ c + e −imt + c − e imt , then until the horizondominated regime these two components will evolve into the two in (9) . This is the regime where the integral in (13) receives the main contribution. So the two-point correlation function contains a k-dependent oscillatory component, namely the clock signal, as follows,
where both c ± and φ are approximately constants. We use f (k) to denote the envelope and dots to denote other terms, which have much weaker k-dependence than the oscillations in the clock signal. The pattern of the clock signal (parameterized by p) is the unique prediction of (14) (dashed). In numerical calculations, the EOM approach [17] is applied and we use the examples λ2 = 0.05a(τ ) (p = 1/2) and λ2 = 0.02a(τ ) (p = 2/3) for faster convergence. The mismatch in lowk is because the conditionk 1 is needed for Eq. (6) to be a good approximation.
a particular scenario. Measuring such a pattern would directly determine a(t). Two examples are plotted in Fig. 3 in comparison with numerical results [16] . On the other hand, the amplitude of the clock signal depends on couplings and does not belong to model-independent predictions of any particular scenario.
Expansion scenarios are similar except for the case of exponential inflation (|p| → ∞), for which due to the special form of the mode function (12), the k-dependent clock signal gets cancelled after integration over time. This is possible because, unlike the alternative scenarios, the massive field never exits the classical regime and keeps oscillating rapidly. The cancellation can be easily seen by redefining the integration variable as kτ . This result is also expected from the scale invariance of the exponential inflation. With large but finite p, the scale-dependent clock signal is present but suppressed by 1/p. For nearly exponential inflation, we should look for quantum standard clock signals in the shape of nonGaussianities instead [13] .
Vacuum states are in general more complicated in alternative scenarios than in inflation. In some scenarios the thermal state is required to achieve a scale-invariant spectrum [8] . For generality, we have kept both positive and negative frequency components in the massive field initial state. Both are required for the leading order clock signal to show up as scale-dependent corrections in density perturbations.
Next we consider the three-point correlation in Fig. 2(b) . The appearance of the intermediate massive field is the same as before, except that now we have permutation of the three momenta. We leave the general configuration for future studies. For the purpose of this work, the overall scale dependence of non-Gaussianity can be studied by looking at the equilateral configuration where k 1 = k 2 = k 3 ≡ k. The scale dependence as a function of k is exactly the same as in (14) . Notice that this clock signal is not only correlated with the signal in the power spectrum (14) , but also with the shapedependent clock signal in the same three-point correlation studied in [13] . These correlations distinguish the standard clocks from other models (such as models with periodic features) which may mimic the signals in the power spectrum.
Experimental prospects. So far, there is no evidence for primordial features in the cosmic microwave background (CMB). The best constraints come from the Planck data [18] and sensitively depend on the location and frequency of the features in the -space. Nonetheless, there are a couple of interesting candidates. In ∼ 20 -30, there is a well-known sharp feature candidate [19] with best-fit amplitude ∆P ζ /P ζ ∼ 0.2. Around ∼ 700 -800, there is another feature candidate [18] that could have several possible origins [12] . The possibilities include the sharp feature model, resonance model, or primordial standard clock model. The last category includes signals studied in this work. The best-fit amplitude is around ∆P ζ /P ζ ∼ 0.03 -0.05.
Currently both candidates are consistent with statistical fluctuations. The constraints are expected to be improved by polarization data of future CMB experiments, and more significantly, by large-scale structure (LSS) surveys due to their 3D information [20] [21] [22] . Very futuristically, the 21 cm tomography may be used to search for feature models in much shorter scales with high precisions [23, 24] .
Here we forecast the constraints on the quantum primordial standard clock signals of this work from the near future photometric LSS survey, such as the LSST [25] . The methodology and the specification of the experiment follow Ref. [21] . We use the following template to capture the main properties of our results,
where C, Ω, k r and φ are all constants. The fiducial values are chosen to approximately represent those of the best-fit candidate around ∼ 700 -800, as well as values around them. The results are in Table. I. We can see that the errors on the amplitude will be improved by one order of magnitude, and, in case of detection, the value of p can be determined very precisely due to the oscillatory nature of the clock signal. Discussion. Could the clock signals (14) in alternative scenarios be mimicked by inflation models? Scaledependent oscillatory features may be generated during inflation if there are disturbances to the attractor solution, which may be due to new physics at short distances (see [26] for a review), or sharp or periodic features in the model (see [27] for reviews). Depending on whether the disturbances are generated for all modes at the same time or at the same energy scale, the power spectrum acquires an oscillatory component that behaves as ∼ sin(k/k 0 +φ) or ∼ sin(Ω log(k) + φ), where k 0 , Ω and φ are all constants. These are distinctively different from (14) .
To mimic the clock signal (14) , one may construct a series of non-periodic features on the inflation potential with just the right spacings to reproduce the oscillatory patterns in (14) . Comparing to the simple physics of one massive state in an alternative scenario, this finely tuned procedure is highly artificial with many extra parameters. It would be clearly disfavored even without a complete understanding of the subtle measure problem in inflation. The differences become more clear if non-Gaussianities can be measured. As mentioned, the clock signal (14) is correlated with corresponding clock signals residing in both the scale and shape dependence of non-Gaussianities. On the other hand, the inflation model with artificial features also has correlated features in non-Gaussianities [27] . It is easy to see that the two are very different.
How density perturbations in contraction scenarios survive the bounce remains an open question [28] . However, since the most important pattern of the clock signal is unchanged under a universal rescaling of all wave numbers or the amplitude, the information about a(t) in the clock signal most likely remains unchanged under whatever bounce mechanism is at work.
We conclude by making the following interesting comparison between the inflation and alternative scenarios. The energy scale of horizon during inflation is roughly a constant. Particles with a mass around or below this scale are created quantum mechanically and leave their imprints in the shapes of non-Gaussianities of the density perturbations. In this sense, inflation works like a particle collider with a fixed energy scale [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] .
In contrast, the energy scale of the horizon in alternative scenarios increases with time. Fields with a mass much larger than the horizon scale (and hence more difficult to create spontaneously) may eventually become lighter (hence easier to create). These are the fields of interest here. We have shown that with some generic assumptions on the initial state, they leave imprints in the density perturbations in terms of scale-dependent oscillatory signals. These signals appear in wave numbers that satisfy condition (4) or (10) for contraction or expansion scenarios, respectively (see Fig. 4 ). Therefore, the alternative scenarios are more like particle scanners -they scan over a tower of massive fields one by one and display each of them as a pulse of signals at different length scales in the density perturbations.
Besides particle spectra, clock signals from both types of particle detectors also carry direct information about a(t), and therefore are predictions which can be used to falsify competing primordial Universe scenarios in a model-independent fashion.
